
 
 

For NanoStudio 2 
Sample set from Les Productions Zvon 

____________________________________________________ 

Overview : 

The Sidekick Electronic Percussion is a great add-on to any acoustic or electronic drums/percussions 
kits. Even though it features some kick drums, snares and toms, the bulk of this set is made of original 
and unique percussive sounds and FX. All were created with various softsynths and the velocity layers 
correspond to the original synth programming. 

The NanoStudio version is a trimmed down edition of the original release. First because many sounds in 
the initial version had 4 or 5 velocity layers (up to 8), NanoStudio Slate pads can hold a maximum of 3 
samples. So I either ditched some layers or spread them on 2 pads. Secondly, I wanted to have a smaller  
set.  

The set has 436 samples (24 MB unzipped). The regular version has 809 samples (41 MB). Samples are 
simply mapped in ten Slate kits to categorize and easily browse the sounds. Don't hesitate to make your 
own kits that may better suit your projects!  

All the pads are in "One-shot" mode, samples play for their entire length. Some samples are longer, use 
"Sustain" mode to have them play only as long as the pad is pressed or the length of the note in the part. 
You can also edit the samples or experiment with the various settings offered by the pad, like level, pan, 
tuning, envelopes, etc. 

____________________________________________________ 

  



____________________________________________________ 

Installation: 

Users buying the NanoStudio edition will receive a download link for a zip file. Extract it on your computer, 
you will find in it the documentation and a second zip file named "Zvon_Sidekick_Full.zip".  

This second zip contains the kits and the samples. Then use WebDAV to move them  to NanoStudio 2.  

Or import this second zip in your iPad using email or the Files app or Dropbox or Google Drive for 
instance. You will then be able to use the "Open in" feature with NanoStudio 2 to install the kits in a single 
folder. 

 

 

 

Users buying both the regular version and the NanoStudio edition will receive 3 download links. The 
regular version offers the following formats: soundfont, Kontakt 3, Battery 3, wav file and kits for 
FXpansion DR-008, LinPlug RM4 and NUSofting DK+ drum samplers are included too.. 



 

____________________________________________________ 

 
Short version of the license: This sample set can be used royalty-free in any piece of music. The only 
restriction is that you are not allowed to sell or distribute in any way the samples, even in modified form, 
without our authorization. 

Please read the "zvon_license.txt" file for the complete license. 

____________________________________________________ 

Have fun with the sounds! 

Zvon 
email: info@lesproductionszvon.com 
Web site: http://www.lesproductionszvon.com 
Forum: http://www.kvraudio.com/forum/viewforum.php?f=58 
Twitter: http://twitter.com/ProductionsZvon 
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